
New arrangements for Y1/2 children collected at YR by childminders 
 
Dear Parents/Carers, 
  
Please note that as of Monday we are putting in place new arrangements for childminders who 
collect groups of children from YR, Y1 and Y2. We have sent out the following letter to 
childminders who collect from YR today, but would appreciate it if you could make sure that 
your childminder is aware. Many thanks. 
  
  
FAO Childminders who collect YR/1/2 pupils from the Reception classrooms 
  
Dear all, 
  
Due to the increasing numbers of KS1 pupils who are being collected at the same time as YR 
pupils at YR classroom doors, we need to put in new procedures for safety reasons. Up until 
now, we have permitted older siblings from Y1/2, along with any children who are being 
collected by childminders, to leave the school via the YR classroom doors. This was not a 
problem when it was very small numbers, but teachers are finding it increasingly difficult to 
ensure that children leaving through their doors are going with the appropriate person due to 
the high numbers and because those coming through are not all siblings of the YR pupils. 
Therefore, as of Monday 28th November, we will be introducing the following 
arrangements: 
  

 Childminders who collect several children from Y1/2 as well as YR should go to the Y1/2 
classroom doors to collect the older children first. Once these children have been 
collected, please make your way through the Y1 outdoor classroom, past the Y1 
adventure playground around to the back door of the YR classrooms (there is a door for 
each classroom – Squirrels, Owls then Foxes.). The YR teachers will keep hold of the YR 
children that you are collecting and then open the back door for you. If you are unsure 
where to find the doors, please ask a member of staff to show you before Monday pick 
up. 

  
 Please note that if you are only collecting one YR child and a sibling from Y1/2, then 

they may still come through the YR classrooms at present - we will review this at the end 
of term. 

  
Thank you for your understanding in this matter. We know that this may cause some 
inconvenience for you as you get used to the new arrangements, but I hope you appreciate that 
our prime concern has to be the safety of our pupils at the end of the day. We will also be letting 
parents know via parentmail about these new arrangements. 
  
Yours sincerely, 
  
Lesley Pennington - Headteacher 
 


